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Hello and welcome to the first issue
of The Clumsy Explorer Magazine.

Since moving to Surrey in 2017, my
husband and I have been so lucky
to have experienced some of the
great things on offer locally as well
as having London on our doorstep.
The idea behind The Clumsy Explorer
came about shortly after I gave birth to
our son in December 2019. As someone
who is eternally clumsy it’s become a
running joke in our family as to what
injury I’m likely to inflict on myself next!
In fact, my husband even referenced
it in his wedding speech when he
joked “I saw Tasha walking down the
aisle, looking beautiful and all I could
think was - please don’t fall over!!!”.
However, it lends itself so perfectly
to the concept behind the magazine.
As new parents we’ve stumbled upon
many quirky, independent and niche
businesses in and around the Surrey
area, both for parents as well as us
as a couple and the vision of this
magazine is to help connect you with
these businesses. From things to do

with your little ones, to date-nights with
your significant other or best-friends;
as well as ideas for how to live more
sustainably, we hope this magazine will
have a little something for everyone.
We decided to use this picture of our
baby boy as he is the perfect clumsy
explorer - not yet able to crawl or walk,
but everything is so new and exciting!
We also understand that getting
precious ‘me-time’ can sometimes be a
luxury and for this reason, this magazine
will follow the concept of ‘slow living’ and
new editions will be released quarterly.
We hope you enjoy the magazine and
please get in touch if you have any
features you’d like to see or if you’re a
business wanting to collaborate with us.

Natasha
@thesurreymumma

bigspin4tinybabies@gmail.com
www.rschcharity.org.uk/fundraisers/
the-big-spin-for-tiny-babies
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Take the picture,
CAPTURE THE MOMENTS
article by: Emily Clark
introduction by: Natasha Davies
photography: Emily Clark Photography

I met with Emily from Emily Clark Photography about her love for photography
and she shared her top tips with us for capturing those special moments.
Emily is a photographer based in
Addlestone, Surrey. She’s been married to
her husband for 13 years and they have two
sons. Emily tells us how she loves coffee,
their garden, family time and being in the
countryside.
Having always had an interest in
photography, Emily decided to pursue it
as a full-time career when her youngest
son started school. She explained that it
gave her the flexibility she wanted around
her family life, but also allowed her to work
doing something she has a real passion for.
Emily tells me how she photographed a
birth a few months ago. She explains this is
something she had wanted to capture for a

while as it’s such a precious and amazing
moment. Having met and become friends
with a local midwife who was expecting her
5th baby, she was given the opportunity to
go and photograph her birth. It all worked
out well with the mum being induced and
Emily was able to be present for the birth,
managing to capture the moment and some
amazing photos for the family.
In telling me this story, you can see just
how passionate Emily is about what she
does and how emotional an experience
photographing the birth was.
She then casually drops in she’s off to
photograph quadruplets next week for their
first birthday!
The Clumsy Explorer
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I strive to capture real life in my images,
real moments and expressions, that
might otherwise go undocumented.
I have always had a love for photography
and the more I have done the more I
have realised that my heart lies with
documentary, candid style photography
and the use of natural light.
The story of your family’s life is not just
about the big events. It is about the every
day moments of fun, tears, craziness
and everything else in between. I love
that you can capture a moment so full of
memories. The most wonderful photos
10
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to look back on and treasure.
Documentary Family Photography is
un-posed and undirected. The story of
your everyday life and how you live it.
So forget about the mess, the toys and
books everywhere and embrace a lived
in home. Your home, your memories.
These are some of the moments I
want to remember; some every day
captures that have resulted in some of
my favourite images of the people most
important to me; chilling in the bath,
getting ready for school, tantrums and
the doing the things we love most.

Getting those perfect summer snaps

Summer holidays are here and its the
perfect time to snap away on all of the
adventures you will have (or just having
fun at home!). Phones are the handiest
way to get photos as we always have them
with us, so follow a few steps to get the
best images.
• Clean the lens. Sounds obvious but it
will make a difference!
• Don’t zoom in with the zoom on the
camera, zoom in with your feet. You
lose a lot of the quality when you use
the zoom and the image can become
grainy.
• Sunlight can be difficult. Don’t have
children looking into the sun as it will
make them squint, try and keep the sun

behind them. If there is a shady area
then even better, move them into it.
• Capture the details. Sometimes the little
details are the best. Their feet, their
hands, what they are drawing, what
they are eating, what arts and crafts
they have made. It doesn’t have to be a
posed photo all the time.
• The more you have your camera/phone
out, the more your children & family will
become used to it and you will be able
to get more natural shots without the
fake cheesy grins appearing.
• And the final one…..print your images!
We are all guilty of not printing enough
but we all should. Photo books are
great and kids loving looking back at
the adventures you have had.
If you would like Emily to capture your
special moments, you can contact her at:
Insta: @emily_clarkphotography
Email: photographybyemilyclark@gmail.com
Web: www.photographybyemilyclark.co.uk

The Clumsy Explorer
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A MODERN DAY MUMMA

Balancing Motherhood, Pregnancy, Working Full-Time And Running
Her Own Business.
As I arrive at Natalie’s, I’m excited to
catch up. We’ve only met once at the
Baby Show, but have spoken lots over
Instagram and I am a big fan of her
breastfeeding exercise clothing. I first
discovered Natalie on Instagram when
I saw Susie Amy share a picture of the
Latched breastfeeding sports bra. I’d
tried high-street brands and been really
disappointed so my NCT mum friends and
I had been resorting to wearing two bras
to exercise. When I attended the Baby &
Toddler show at Sandown Racecourse
back in the spring, the
LatchedUK stand was
my first stop!
Natalie invites Harrison
(my 7 month old) and I
in and introduces us to
Harper, her 15 month old
daughter. Straight away
she gets an inflatable ring
seat for Harrison to sit in
and passes him some
toys before insisting I
have a cold diet Coke
as its so hot outside.
Once she’s tended to
all three of us (Harrison,
Harper and I) she takes
a seat on the sofa and asks me how I’m
finding motherhood. She’s easygoing and
friendly, which instantly puts you at ease
and you can see why she’s already so
successful in her new, small business.

and particularly sports development.
I also play netball and I’m a qualified
netball coach which has helped put me
in good position to run my business. In
addition, I also sit on the board of directors
for Rounders England (voluntary role)
supporting the national governing body
in their strategic direction.
How did you decide to start up
LatchedUK?
After Harper was born and I was
successfully feeding, we wanted to start
going for long walks
with the dog. It was
freezing though with
snow still in March!
Every time we left the
house, Harper would
start screaming to be
fed and I couldn’t find
clothing that was warm
enough and suitable for
feeding. I made do for
a while, but after lots of
moaning, my husband
David
encouraged
me to do something
about it! That’s how
LatchedUK was born!
In March/April 2018,
I had some clothing samples made that
worst-case scenario, would see me
through my own breastfeeding journey if
nothing came of the ‘business’. But by
June 2018 I’d registered the company
with Companies House and by November
2018 the first lot of stock (hoodies) had
arrived followed by the leggings and bras
in January 2019.

So tell me a bit about your background?
Since finishing university, I’ve developed
my career at a university where I’m now the
Assistant Head of Sport. It’s been really
insightful working in sport and fitness, How have you developed your brand
interview by: Natasha Davies
photography: Natalie Ward - LatchedUK
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friend and I’d offered to send her any of
my products as I knew she was expecting.
She messaged me and said that would be
great and then shared on her instagram
page! Another ‘influencer’ mum-to-be had
been talking to me about how fed up she
was with ill-fitting bras and so I sent her one
of mine and she also shared on her insta
page. I’ve been fortunate that they’ve loved
my products, but am also very much of the
mindset that any constructive feedback is
so important too - it helps me to improve.
I’m excited about all the possibilities and
it’s great making things that play a role in
empowering women!
I’m working with three factories to
produce the clothing who all have high
quality, ethical and modern-slavery
standards. The quality of the product
and the relationship with the factories
was really important to me. We came up
with the name LatchedUK following a
brainstorming session with David It was
linked to breastfeeding and I’d said the
bras had to be able to allow a good latch
- and that was the name chosen!

You’ve talked a lot about your husband, how
has his support helped you?
I definitely wouldn’t have come this far
without him, he’s been incredible - it’s been
a joint venture between us and now it’s more
established, he does more with Harper in
the evenings so I can get work done. It’s
very much a team effort and I wouldn’t have
started it without him pushing me - probably
because he was fed up with me moaning!

Was your focus always on breastfeedingNext I designed my website and set friendly exercise clothing?
up all of the social media which helped Yes, we have a huge blonde Labrador that
the business grow organically. We had we do long walks with and so I wanted
a stand at the Baby & Toddler show at something suitable that I could feed/
Sandown Racecourse earlier this year. exercise in. It was good for shifting some of
That was great and we got so much the baby weight!
positive feedback.
Did you plan for your range to be suitable
You make so many connections as a new for pregnancy and postpartum?
mum, and I’m so lucky that some of mine The leggings were definitely designed to
have hugely supported me off their own be postpartum, but they can also grow with
backs - Susie Amy who lives locally and your tummy whilst pregnant. It was actually
has a large insta following is a friend of a a friend of mine that said to me “I’m wearing
14
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NURSING SPORTS
BRA
Racerback sports bra perfect for
low-medium
impact
activities.
Designed to allow you the freedom
of movement yet still able to feed
on demand. An extension piece
allowing is included so you can wear
throughout your pregnancy as your
ribs expand.
£35.00

H I G H WA I S T E D
LEGGINGS

High-waisted leggings perfect for
during pregnancy and post-labour.
The high waist support your tummy
after labour and keep you supported
when running around the soft play
or walking around the shops. The
pockets on either side are large
enough to hold your phone, keys,
and even a bottle!
£35.00
The Clumsy Explorer
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your leggings through pregnancy and they are
so comfortable. You need to market them as
maternity too”. I’m now only 8 weeks behind
her in her pregnancy and have worn them
throughout my pregnancy - they’ve been great
at supporting my heavy bump and I’ve not
needed a pregnancy band. They’re also not
see-through (a huge bug-bear of mine). No
woman wants to bend over and have her pants
on show so I wanted to make them squat-proof!

people about how much they love the products,
some of them literally bring me to tears they’re
so lovely! It’s all been worth it because other
people are getting benefit out of something I’d
created to make people’s lives easier. I don’t
care if we don’t make any money out of it, the
fact that we’re helping people is all I wanted!
Anything to make a mum’s life easier!
Have you had any major faux-pas since you
started? Anything that’s made you cringe?
Yes! With the jumpers, I was so focused on the
breastfeeding side of it being really easy and
making sure it was the
right length that I didn’t
think about the toggles!
I wanted them to be the
thick chunky cords but
didn’t think about the end
of them! I’ve had to hand
tie every single one into a
knot! The new cowl neck
ones have metal ends –
no more tying!!

You’ve posted some really honest blogs through
your pregnancy, have you had good support?
It’s been incredible! I’m
normally really level-headed,
but I was so angry and had
such pregnancy rage; I had to
apologise to work colleagues
after I realised, they said it was
fine and they knew it wasn’t
me. It really threw me though
as I didn’t have it the first-time
round! It definitely mellowed
half way through the second
trimester. So many people
don’t talk about these things
How have you found
and you can end up feeling
your pregnancy this time
quite isolated! I’ve had a really
round with everything
good response, interestingly from people with you’re juggling?
boys mainly, who have experienced the same I’m quite tired! David is amazing. Some nights
– maybe it’s the extra testosterone?!
I’ll tell him I’m exhausted and he’ll just say sit
on the sofa, watch Love Island and then go to
What’s been your biggest achievement with the bed! He’ll then unload the dishwasher, do all of
business?
those little bits. I genuinely don’t know what I’d
It’s been the feedback! I get messages from do without him, it’s such a team effort!
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Natalie expressed how important she thinks it is
to share the positive stories “women need to know
it can go OK as well!”. Natalie has been doing
Pregnancy Yoga (and did yoga following her last
pregnancy) to strengthen her body following her
last baby. Her midwife has coached her husband
how to help at home as, following her first birth,
there’s a high possibility she may not get to the
hospital in time. She laughs and jokes through it
though, and is so positive about everything despite
baby currently being in breach! She’s keeping
everything crossed for two out of two births at the
birth centre!

NURSING HOODIE
This hoodie allows you to feed whilst
staying warm and wrapped up. With
2 concealed zips within the colour
block and thick rope through the
hood people would be hard pressed
to know this was a hoodie designed
for breastfeeding.
£30.00

It was great to get to sit down and chat with Natalie.
It’s clear that Latched came from a passion to not
only solve a problem for herself, but to also help
other mums. She’s focused on high-quality, her
products are all well thought-through and I’ve
genuinely loved everything I’ve bought.
Latched is growing and though most may find this
all a tad overwhelming, what with another baby
on the way, Natalie is taking it all in her stride.
Despite the obvious success, Natalie is still humble
and doesn’t give herself the credit she deserves.
What I see is somebody who has taken an idea
and run with it, somebody who’s worked hard
and been focused on solving genuine problems,
and somebody that deserves all the success her
business brings. I’m looking forward to seeing
new products as they arise!

@ L AT C H E D U K

E V E R Y D AY N U R S I N G
BRA
The everyday seamless nursing bra is
a wardrobe staple for all breastfeeding
mums. Perfect for wearing during
pregnancy and once baby arrives. It’s
soft yet supportive and in all
black it’s your everyday go
to. Featuring removable
foam cups, nursing
clips and a hook and
eye closure.
£15.00

www.latched.uk
hello@latched.uk
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we did buy some of the biodegradable
nappies and wipes just whilst we got to
grips with everything.
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An interview with Anneka Connell @annekaconnell
Photography and article by: Natasha Davies

Before we had our little girl, my husband and
I had been trying to do low waste living for
around 3 years. It was something that was
really important to us, particularly living in
London where pollution is so much higher.
Then when we found out we were expecting,
the idea of all this extra waste we would be
creating just didn’t feel right and I couldn’t really
get my head around it. I’d been following the
Mamalina blog for a while and she did a piece
on new babies and waste and the importance
of not blaming our children for the decisions
we make when there are low-waste options
that we could adopt instead.
We decided whilst I was pregnant that we
wanted to still try and achieve a low-waste
lifestyle. We decided we would use cloth
nappies and the reusable wipes. Initially,
18
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I began researching during my pregnancy
and found there is quite a good secondhand market for them - however, in more
recent months, this does seem to be a bit
more tricky as the awareness is growing
all the time. I did find it quite overwhelming
to begin with as there doesn’t seem to be
any easy guide to tell you how to approach
it. I went to my local nappy library and
actually did a nappy trial to begin with
which did help. Some councils also offer
a voucher scheme which gives a discount
off initial purchase.
There is a lot of debate around whether it
is more eco-friendly for the environment
as you are having to do more washing.
However, I would say that if you have
enough reusable nappies/wipes, you could
do one big wash weekly (occasionally more
in the hot weather) and this would still be
more environmentally friendly. I always try
to dry outside too as this is not only better
for the environment, the sun help to bleach
out stains. (Bamboo products do take

re
longer to dry because of the natural fibres).

Disposable nappies require a lot more

globally.
You can also still buy the terry-cloth
nappies that probably many of our parents
would have used - I did use these when our
daughter was first born as they were easier
to fit, but they are more tricky to get right
in terms of folding. The Bambino and TotsBots (and many other ranges) are far more
convenient as they are one-size, easy to
use and come in such beautiful styles and
patterns.

resources to produce as well as the increase
in landfill and whilst there are some more
sustainably produced disposables out
there, you’re not comparing like for like. For
me personally, it didn’t sit right knowing I’d
sent something to landfill that would take
hundreds of years to break down.
The system I use...
We use two different systems for day and
night:
- Day: BambinoMio all in one (miosolo)
or two part system (miosoft - cloth inner/
waterproof outer) and a flushable liner
which helps reduce the washing as it
catches the solids.
- Night: Tots-bots Bamboozles as they are
extra-absorbent which is perfect for nighttime. Again it’s a two-part nappy with a
bamboo inner and waterproof outer. This
company is a small British company with
great eco-credentials that are now trading

Reusable wipes:
The great thing about the wipes is that you
can get a complete kit from Cheeky Wipes.
The kit gives you everything you need, and
best of all, with the mucky box and bag that
you can throw straight into the washing
machine, you don’t have to worry about
touching anything nasty! The essential oils
keep it smelling fresh between washes! I
use the white ones for bottoms, and the
multi-coloured ones for everything else.
The Clumsy Explorer
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Reusable vs Biodegradable
For me personally, ‘throw-away’ and
‘reusable’ are just two completely different
things. The trouble with biodegradable
products is because they still go into landfill,
they won’t biodegrade as quickly when
mixed with normal waste. If councils had
‘biodegradable’ waste, I think this would
make a big difference. The production cost
for biodegradable products is also still quite
resource intensive.
Poo-splosions!
I’ve had a couple but to be honest, no more
than my friends using disposable nappies.
It’s all just trial and error!
Childcare/Nursery and reusables
Most childcare/nursery providers, if you
provide them with instructions, will support
you with your requirements. Mamalina
suggests the all-in-one systems with the
flushable liners are more practical and
easier for people who don’t normally use
them. So it’s worth considering this if you
feel strongly that you don’t want to use
disposables whilst your child is being cared
for by someone else.
20
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Top tips
• Take advantage of trial kits! Try before
you commit! The Nappy Lady website
has a questionnaire which helps you
work out what system might work for you.
• Don’t beat yourself up! Even considering
making a switch is a great, really positive
first step! Do what works for you and
what you can realistically sustain. If you
find yourself stressing about doing more
washing or overnight options, maybe
consider just doing it in the day - even
switching one nappy a day is one less to
landfill!
• If nappies feel too overwhelming, maybe
start with switching your wipes instead/
first.
• Try and find other mums who are using
the system to connect with. There is a
wealth of information online so don’t be
afraid to connect and ask for help.
• Buy second-hand if you feel comfortable
to. Not only is this helping continue with
the theme of reusable, but also, if it
doesn’t work out for you or you change
your mind, you’ve not invested a fortune!
• Get excited about nappies! There are so
many lovely designs and patterns, it can
be fun and exciting too!

Instagramers To Follow

@BLOOMANDWILD
The original letterbox flower
delivery company now
offering a number of luxury
letterbox flowers and handtied bo bouquets.
You can get £10 off your first
order quoting “The Surrey
Mumma” or using the link
below.

£10 off
your first order

@WHOGIVESACRAPTP
WE LOVE TOILET PAPER!
This start-up who don’t take
themselves too seriously
donate 50% of their profit
to help build toilets and
improve sanitation in the
developing world. They also
make all their products with
environmentally friendly
products!

£5 off your first order*
*Minimum spend £36 applies

@THENAPPYLADYUK
Wendy, AKA The Nappy
Lady, started her company
in 1999 to provide free,
independent nappy advice
tailored to your needs. If
you’re a new parent, soon-tobe parent or your little ones
are still in nappies and you
want to switch to reusables,
her questionnaire can help
you get started. She also
has other reusable sanitary
products as well as useful
blog posts on sustainable
living as a parent.

The Clumsy Explorer
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interview by: Natasha Davies
photos courtesy of: The Tipsy Botanist

N.Davies photography

BOTANICAL COCKTAIL BAR IN THE
HEART OF COBHAM

I met with Ollie from The Tipsy Botanist at their special event on 4th July. A summer
car cruise event with @coolflo in the picturesque setting of @medicinegardencobham
Its a sunny Thursday afternoon and I’ve
just arrived at the newest bar in Cobham,
the Tipsy Botanist, for their special event
celebrating Independence Day. On
arrival, you’d be forgiven for thinking you’d
arrived at a yoga retreat as its
such a beautiful, calm setting.
However, just beyond the walls
lies a quirky botanical bar with
so much character and some of
the best cocktails you’ve ever
tasted!

The bar has only been open
since May 2019, but already has
a huge following on social media and is fully
booked for events until November this year.
I meet with Ollie, one of the owners and he
tells me all about how his pipe-dream has
become a reality. “I’d known Laura, one of
my business partners for just over 10 years
now. We’ve both worked in the bar and

events industry together. I’ve known Paul,
who is the owner of The Medicine Garden,
for 8 years and we’ve worked on several
projects together over that time. Originally,
we opened the bar on a trial basis, but
very quickly we realised we had
something quite special and its
grown organically since then.
We’re also focusing on being
eco-friendly and plastic free as
much as possible. Many of the
ingredients in our cocktails are
grown here at The Medicine
Garden. We want to use firepits
to help re-purpose some of our
waste in the future too”
Ollie tells me he’s local to the area, having
grown up in Leatherhead. His first career
was in the Police, based locally in Reigate,
Chertsey and Staines. He then had the
opportunity to travel to the Middle East
The Clumsy Explorer
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working
him a

in security, which gave
fantastic life experience.

With experience in the nightclub, bars
and events industry as well as hospitality
at Beaverbrook he knew he wanted to
do something different. Once he saw an
opportunity to work with Paul and Laura,
focused on bringing something special and
unique together, he jumped at the chance.
As Ollie tells me more about the various
projects they have lined up across the
summer, including an open cinema, family
days, more car-cruises with Cool Flo (the
list goes on), you can see how passionate
he is about this business. It’s evident by
how quickly the social media presence has
grown, together with the amount of people
flocking to this out-of-town bar, that the
concept is working and that people are ready
to experience something different, a local
venue that gives you that holiday feeling!
Ollie reminisces about his school days,
telling me how his business studies teacher
24
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once said to him ‘if you aim for nothing,
you’ll achieve nothing’ and that this has
stuck with him and pushed him to aim
high, and aim big! The selfie-taxi, the foodvans, the cinema bus, all of these unique
and quirky additions, add to the overall
concept of what they are trying to achieve.
Whilst it’s a weather dependent venue at
present, Ollie is planning to install some sort
of a stretch-tent and has plenty of friends in
the industry to support short-notice pop up
marquees/gazebos/tents when its needed.
Ollie explains “sometimes, on a night
like tonight where we’ll have 500 people
coming through the bar, I take a step back
and just look at how much fun people are
having! We’ve created somewhere for
people to come, relax, have a bite to eat
with their kids in the early evening and
an incredible chilled out vibe later on.”
“Last weekend we had live music with
jazz, soul and swing with a house DJ in
between. The older crowd loved the jazz,

soul and swing but got into the house
and vice versa from the younger crowd.
It just works so well and it makes me
really happy to see cos we created this”
I ask Ollie what’s next in their plans for the
space. He tells me they’re taking over the
cafe early in the New Year and it’ll be having
a re-brand. He wants to build on the pop-ups
too and exploit the space they have, as this is
what draws in such a mix of people. They’ve
met with Sony, Mercedes Benz World and
Bentley to discuss potential opportunities,
they’re looking forward to Christmas party
season and also the possibility of getting
a license to provide weddings at the site.
They clearly aren’t resting on their laurels!
Ollie is keen to do more with charities
including The Chase and Shooting Stars
who the Medicine Garden also support.
Shooting Stars, which is a children’s charity

with benefactors such as Simon Cowell,
have a charity shop in Cobham and a
hospice in Guildford. Ollie explains they have
family connections with them and so they
would love to do some sort of a fundraiser
- maybe an auction or a raffle - to help get
more people involved. He tells me how he
and Laura have also previously done Crisis
for Christmas for the past five years. Last
year he went and collected clothes from
local businesses, wrapped them and put
on proper gift tags so they would be like
actual Christmas presents. This year, he
talks about potentially doing some sort of
a clothes bank or similar based out of the
Medicine Garden - thats if he doesn’t buy a
food truck between now and then to support
Crisis by doing something more imaginative..
This is only my second visit to the Medicine
Garden and The Tipsy Botanist, but you
can see why its growing in popularity
so quickly! Ollie is such a personable
and humble guy, with a real flare to grow
this business into something really quite
special. His two business partners support
his sometimes ‘out there’ ideas, but its a
partnership that works and where each
have their own skills and experiences to
bring to the table. I can’t wait to see what
the future holds for this incredible place!
Visit The Tipsy Botanist:
Opening hours: Thurs-Sat 6pm-11:30pm
FB: thetipsybotanist
Insta: @the_tipsy_botanist
Web: thetipsybotanist.co.uk
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Connected to a beautiful micro-bakery at Nicola’s home on the
River Ash in Shepperton, willow & finn is the beautiful calming,
eco-friendly homemade soy candle business set up by the
wonderful Nicola. Named after the incredible willow tree at their
home and their son Finn, the company was initially a way for
Nicola to take some time to reconnect with her thoughts and
to give herself space to be mindful. After a tricky few years
nursing poorly parents, maintaining a demanding corporate role
and making bread in their micro-bakery, Nicola found solace
in creating unique blends of essential oils for her candles.
Nicola is extremely passionate about her business and creates
only hand poured, small batch, eco-friendly soy wax candles.
She explains that this ensures the fragrance is distributed
throughout the candle, right to the bottom of the jar and with
the cotton wicks, it supports a clean and consistent burn. Her
soy is ethically sourced and carbon neutral. It also burns slower
than paraffin. The essential oils are paraben and phalate free so
ensure no nasty chemicals are being transferred into your home.
Finally, the scents themselves are invigorating, relaxing and
calming so depending on your mood, there will be a scent to suit.
For the full range of products, visit Nicola’s website:
www.willowandfinn.co.uk and if you use the code
“surreymumma15” you can treat yourself to 15% off

The Clumsy Explorer
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I started Surrey Hills Mums Meet ups in January this year,
following a big Christmas (2018) drinks evening I planned with
some local Mum friends. Mums invited other Mums, and before
I knew it there were 22 of us celebrating together.
It sparked an idea that I’d always had for our local community.
I am a real people person,
and I love being out and
about and socialising.
This didn’t stop when I
had my children - and you
would usually find me at
a local play group or kids
activity class. I decided to
arrange organised meet
ups which suited mine and
my children’s needs, and
basically just extended the invite to anyone who was available! Word of mouth took
over, and we have now formed a lovely group of Mums and little ones. I then started an
instagram page to help other mums locally
connect with us.
Many Mums come each week, others come
as and when they can, with lots of newbies
joining each time. Meet ups are always
local to the Surrey Hills, as this is extremely
important to me building a local community.
I’ve met some amazing people along the
way and can’t believe the success Surrey
28
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Hills Mums has had in its first six months!
We have now had three Mums nights out
and we have mums from all over Surrey
travelling to join us!
You can find Zabrina’s instagram page
with more details at @surreyhillsmums
Thursday 8th August
				
				

Earlswood Lakes 10am
Meet by the cafe
Walk and picnic lunch

Tuesday 13th August
				
				

Stoke Park, Guildford 10am
Meet by the paddling pool
Paddle and picnic lunch

Wednesday 21st August
				

Tanhouse Farm 10am
Meet for brunch and a play

Tuesday 27th August
				
				

Abinger Stream 10am
Meet at the Stream
Play and picnic lunch

Positive Breastfeeding UK
Positive Breastfeeding is a free online information and
support platform set up by Zabrina Dell’Anna in March
this year. It was designed to not only help Mums and
Mums-to-be, but also Healthcare Professionals and
Antenatal educators who support families. Zabrina
is passionate about supporting parents to make an
informed choice, with evidence based information,
myth-busting and general positive posts and words of
encouragement.
There is a huge demand for breastfeeding support
both locally in Surrey, and regionally. Funding is being
cut and normalising breastfeeding still seems so far
off. I hope that my page can empower and support
you to have the most positive breastfeeding journey,
whatever that may look like.
@positivebreastfeedinguk
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1 Carshalton Road, Banstead, SM7 3JA
@mayfieldlavender
www.mayfieldlavender.com

Family run, organic lavender growers on the Surrey Downs

Experience the unforgettable smell and sight
of the lavender now in full bloom at Mayfield
Lavender Farm. A family run business, it is the
creation of Brendan Maye, former Managing
Director of the fine fragrance division of Wella UK.
In 2005, having previously stood as the guarantor
for the farm on behalf of BioRegional, Brendan
bought the farm from them and his wife Lorna
became an overnight lavender farmer.
In 2008 they decided to open the farm to the
public and it has continued to go from strength to
strength.
30
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The farm is open from 1st June to 1st September*
from 9am to 6pm. Entrance is just £2.50 per adult,
under 16s are free. Parking is included with the
entrance fee.
The cafe is open serving a range of food and drink
including homemade cakes. They are licensed
to sell a range of alcoholic drinks including their
own lavender cider. You can also buy a range of
lavender products and plants from the on-site gift
shop. (Picnics are not permitted)
The farm is extremely busy at weekends so please
do try to plan a weekday-visit if possible.
*Please check the website for up to date opening times

SUSTAINABLE LIVING

Born from Necessity
CHEMICAL & PLASTIC FREE
SHOPPING IN SURREY

8A BUCKINGHAM AVENUE, EAST MOLESEY, KT8 1TG

This quirky little community shop in East
Molesey is steadily gaining a bigger
following as well as completely transforming
the way their local community is shopping.
Selling completely chemical and plastic
free produce as well as PH neutral cleaning
products, husband and wife duo Jesse
and Louise, together with their community,
have reduced plastic waste by 70%.
The Clumsy Explorer
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With around 400 customers a month,
and around 20 new customers each day,
Jesse and Louise are working closely
with their suppliers to ensure that from
production to delivery, their
products are following
a completely ecofriendly
supply
chain.
Jesse, a former
antique
piano
restorer having
worked for the
royal family, tells us
how his passion to set
up this community shop was born from
necessity. His family had experienced
some health challenges and together
with his wife Louise, a former Endoscopy
Nurse in the NHS, they embarked on
this new business. They had previously
followed a low-waste, eco-friendly
lifestyle ensuring that where possible,
they purchase sustainable, plastic-free
products.
Jesse’s dream is that every town will
have an eco-friendly, chemical and
plastic free community shop and he is
working hard to raise awareness as well
as looking at ways to franchise out their
concept.
We discussed
the issue of
cost and how
often, more
sustainable
choices can
cost more. Jesse agrees this can be
32
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prohibitive and thats why their fruit and
vegetables are slightly cheaper than the
supermarket organic ranges. He also
explains that they do not use a cold
room and for this reason, the produce
retains far more nutritional value.
Supermarkets have a huge
role to play in helping
consumers to make more
sustainable choices. Born
From Necessity want to help
commuities to make little
changes, as
cumulatively
and collectively,
these drive big
changes.
There are lots of
exciting things on the
horizon for this little
business and the
awareness is growing
rapidly. They made a guest appearance
on Brooklands Radio on 1st August and
they will be attending the Elmbridge
Food Festival at Painshill in Cobham the
weekend 21-22 September 2019.
Their top 3 tips are:
• Make little changes
• Re-purpose what you can
• Start small
Visit Born from Necessity at:
www.bornfromnecessity.co.uk
@bornfromnecessity

FAVOURITE PLACES
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RHS Wisley has had a fresh
makeover just in time for the
summer! With the brand new
welcome building featuring a plant
centre as well as a 100-seater
table-service restaurant.
Ready for the Summer Holidays,
visit now to see The Very Hungry
Caterpillar™ exhibition open 20
July-1 September.
To find out more or buy tickets,
visit their website
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Banana & Apricot Bread

Natasha Davies

Vegan, dairy free, sugar free*

Ingredients
• 3 overripe bananas
• 280g self-raising flour
• 1 tsp cinnamon
• 2tsp baking powder
• 120ml coconut (or other nut) milk
• 60ml coconut oil (melted)
• 100g chopped walnuts (optional)
• 50g chopped apricots (optional)
• Handful flaked almonds

•
•
•
•
•

•
Recipe
•
• Preheat oven to 180C
• Peel and mash the bananas in a bowl
• Add coconut milk and coconut oil and •
*Naturally occurring sugars only
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mix well
Sieve flour into the banana mixture
and mix gently with a spoon
Add cinnamon and baking powder
and mix
Add chopped walnuts and apricots
and mix
Line a loaf tin with greaseproof paper
and grease with coconut oil
Pour in mixture and sprinkle flaked almonds on top
Bake at 180C for 50 minutes
Remove from loaf tin and leave to cool
for 15 minutes
Slice and serve with vegan butter

Supporting Maggie’s
cancer centres

Maggie’s, a charity close to our heart,
have released an inspiring cookbook
to raise money for their cancer centres.
Over 60 individuals have helped
contribute sharing their much loved
recipes and their personal stories to
go with them. It’s a cookbook with a
difference and all profits will help this
incredible charity to continue their
vital and incredible work with cancer
patients and their families.
Order your copy for just £20 here

The Clumsy Explorer
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“I just bought underwater headphones and it’s
made me loads faster. Do you know how motivating it is swimming to the theme song from Jaws?
I mean my anxiety is through the roof but record
times.”
Felicity Ward (source: inews.com)
“In a fantastic turn of events, the too many pirate shows my kid watches have prompted him
to discard the word “yes,” for the phrase “aye
aye!””
@dadpression, Twitter

Top 3

Book Club

Waterstones Bestsellers
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Do you have a funny
story or joke you’d like to see
featured? If so, email it to us at:
theclumsyexplorer@gmail.com

1. Nine perfect strangers by Liane Moriarty One
house, nine strangers, ten days that will change
everything...
2. How to be right by James O’Brien
From Brexit to benefits, the far left and the far
right, the ringmaster of LBC’s more contentious
conversations offers a hilarious guide for the perpetually enraged
3. No one is too small to make a difference by
Greta Thunberg
Nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize. Everything
needs to change. And it has to start today.

What Waterstones says...

This book brings you Greta
in her own words. Collecting
her speeches that have made
history across Europe, from
the UN to mass street protests,
‘No One Is Too Small to Make
A Difference’ is a rallying
cry for why we must all wake
up and fight to protect the
living planet, no matter how
powerless we feel. Our future
depends upon it.

In August 2018 a fifteenyear-old Swedish girl, Greta
Thunberg, decided not to go
to school one day. Her actions
ended up sparking a global
movement for action against
the climate crisis, inspiring
millions of pupils to go on
strike for our planet, forcing
Governments to listen, and
earning her a Nobel Peace
Buy here
Prize nomination.
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OFFERS & DISCOUNTS

Who Gives a Crap
Environmentally-friendly toilet
roll subscription
£5 off your first order (min. spend
£36) when you order via this link:
WhoGivesACrap

Award winning, eco-friendly
and adaptable breastfeeding
clothing.
Get 10% off using the code
“thesurreymumma” at checkout

To book contact
rachel@fitmamasurrey.co.uk
@fitmamasurrey
Non-members can get one free
session quoting “TheSurreyMumma”

Maternity, Postpartum and
breastfeeding friendly exercise
clothing.
Get 10% off using code
“thesurreymumma” at checkout

Hand-poured, eco-friendly soy
candles made with paraben &
phalate free essential oils.
Get 15% off using the code
“surreymumma15” at checkout

One free A4 print with every
booked photoshoot.
Quote “TheSurreyMumma” when
booking via instagram or Facebook

Mum&You
Eco Nappies & Wipes
Get £10 off your first order using
this link

Mama Bear & Cubs Jewellery
Handmade teething jewellery
10% off using the code
“thesurreymumma” at checkout

Fitness & Fun for mums and little
ones.
Join at: busylizzyelmbridge.co.uk
Quote: “The Surrey Mumma” for £15
off your first months membership
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